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Principles And Advanced Methods In Medical Imaging And Image AnalysisWorld Scientific Publishing, 2008
Computerized medical imaging and image analysis have been the central focus in diagnostic radiology. They provide revolutionalizing tools for the visualization of physiology as well as the understanding and quantitative measurement of physiological parameters. This book offers in-depth knowledge of medical imaging instrumentation and techniques as...
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The Human Nervous System, Second Edition (Vol 1)Academic Press, 2004
Neuroscience comprises increasingly diverse fields ranging from molecular genetics to neurophilosophy. The common thread between all these fields is the structure of the human nervous system. Knowledge on the structure, connections and function of the brain of experimental animals is readily available. On the other hand the structure of the human...
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Applications of Soft Computing: From Theory to Praxis (Advances in Intelligent and Soft Computing)Springer, 2009

	The World Soft Computing (WSC) conference is an annual international
	online conference on applied and theoretical soft computing technology. This
	WSC 2008 is the thirteenth conference in this series and it has been a great
	success.


	We received a lot of excellent paper submissions which were peer-reviewed
	by an international...
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Digital Color Image ProcessingJohn Wiley & Sons, 2008
Color information is gaining an ever-greater importance in digital image processing. Nevertheless, the leap to be mastered by the transition from scalar to vector-valued image functions is not yet generally addressed in most textbooks on digital image processing. The main goal of this book is to clarify the significance of vector-valued color image...
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Optical Sources, Detectors, and SystemsAcademic Press, 1995
Optical Sources, Detectors, and Systems presents a unified approach, from the applied engineering point of view, to radiometry, optical devices, sources, and receivers. One of the most important and unique features of the book is that it combines modern optics, electric circuits, and system analysis into a unified, comprehensive...
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Apple Aperture 1.5 Photographers' GuideCourse Technology PTR, 2006
Apple’s Aperture provides the professional photographer with a powerful new resource for organizing, adjusting, and distributing photographs. Although this young application still has some kinks in it that Apple needs to work out, it may already be the most powerful photo organizing application we’ve ever had.

Today, most...
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Abdominal, An Issue of Ultrasound Clinics, 1e (The Clinics: Radiology)Saunders, 2008

	Ultrasound plays an important role in imaging the abdomen. It can provide quick, life-saving information to the physician. Reviewed in this issue are topics such as imaging of abdominal pain in children, acute abdomen in adults, the aorta, biliary and pancreas, and mesentery. The liver is covered with separate articles on transplants,...
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Imaging of Parasitic DiseasesSpringer, 2007

	With parasitic diseases increasing worldwide it’s vitally important that radiologists in particular stay up to date with developments. In this brilliantly useful volume, the authors cover the imaging findings for parasitic diseases that can affect the human body using modern imaging equipments. Every chapter consists of a short...
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Color Appearance Models (The Wiley-IS &T Series in Imaging Science and Technology)John Wiley & Sons, 2005
The law of proportion according to which the several colors are formed, even if a man knew he would be foolish in telling, for he could not give any necessary reason, nor indeed any tolerable or probable explanation of them.
Plato

Despite Plato’s warning, this book is about one of the major unresolved issues in the field of...
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Information Optics and Photonics: Algorithms, Systems, and ApplicationsSpringer, 2010

	This book will address the advances, applications, research results, and emerging areas of optics, photonics, computational approaches, nano-photonics, bio-photonics, with applications in information systems. The objectives are to bring together novel approaches, analysis, models, and technologies that enhance sensing, measurement,...
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An Atlas of Gynecologic OncologyCRC Press, 2000

	While there are a plethora of practical texts relating to general gynecology, there are few specific to gynecological oncology. Taking a "cookbook" approach with clearly written and pictorial instructions, Atlas of Gynecologic Oncology: Investigation and Surgery describes and illustrates important procedures in the repertoire of a...
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Advanced Photoshop Elements 4.0 for Digital PhotographersFocal Press, 2005
Once you have mastered the basics, this is the book to further develop your skills to get professional results with this affordable software. Under Philips expert guidance you will be taken to the next level, far beyond Elements basic concepts and skills so you can achieve the optimum results from this powerful package.

Philip includes...
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